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Online Travel Agencies Crackdown Deserves National
Support
The Federal Budget taxation crackdown on offshore online travel agencies should be
supported by all states and territories so it can become a reality, according to the
Accommodation Association of Australia.
In addition, the Accommodation Association is keen to ensure that if the tax change
proceeds, the financial hit shouldn’t be to the bottom line of accommodation businesses
across Australia.
“On behalf of the accommodation industry, we welcome the first step the Turnbull
Government has taken to force offshore online travel agencies to pay their fair share of tax
in Australia,” said the Chief Executive Officer of the Accommodation Association of
Australia, Richard Munro.
“The two dominant online travel agency global behemoths – Expedia, which operates the
Expedia, Wotif, Hotels.com and Trivago brands, and the Priceline Group, which operates the
Booking.com brand – command almost 85 per cent of online accommodation bookings in
Australia, yet they employ very few people in Australia and pay virtually no tax in Australia.
“It’s high time that these wrecking balls of Australia’s accommodation industry start paying
their way instead of robbing hard-working local accommodation businesses of revenue,
costing Australian jobs.
“On behalf of our members, we intend to write to all relevant state/territory Ministers to
urge them to support the change the Federal Government is proposing to extend the GST to
offshore sellers of hotel accommodation.”
Mr Munro said the Accommodation Association would also like to see the competition
regulator play a far greater role in this policy area than it is at the moment.
“While this crackdown on online travel agencies is an excellent initiative, the last thing we
want is for these foreign giants to ramp up their commissions even more, meaning
Australian accommodation businesses simply end up paying online travel agencies even
more,” he said.
“Therefore, we would like the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission to take
immediate steps to ensure this doesn’t happen.
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“We are also promising to continue our campaign to ban parity pricing, which prevents
accommodation businesses from advertising a lower room-rate on their websites than
online travel agencies.”
Mr Munro said even more GST revenue could be recouped if the proposed tax change was
extended to apply to sharing economy accommodation providers, including Airbnb.
“Airbnb does not charge GST, which is one of many unfair advantages it has over traditional
accommodation operators,” he said.
“Just like online travel agencies, Airbnb is a global offshore giant which reaps in $1 billion in
Australia each year, yet employs very few people here and pays virtually no tax here – and
this is revenue that governments across Australia are missing out on.”
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